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K-10+ Calming
Formula

K-10+ Water Soluble Calming
Formula For Dogs is recommended
for those dogs that are exposed to
increased environmental stressors.
When dogs cannot adapt to stress,
it can lead to separation anxiety,
nervousness, hyperactivity, frayed
nerves, excess barking, abnormal
urine marking, trembling or shivering and destructive or aggressive
behavior. Our K-10+ Water Soluble
Calming Formula is for dogs exhibiting nervousness, hyperactivity,
separation anxiety or responding
to environmentally induced stress.
The combination of the Colustrum
Complex, Suntheanine® L-Theanine, Chamomile and B Vitamins
allows our Calming Formula to
help achieve an alert state of relaxation while still being gentle on
your dog. Our K-10+ Calming
Formula is gentle enough for prolonged daily use and is non-drowsy
and does not affect your dog’s personality.
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$11.25
www.k10plus.com

$16.88
www.cabelas.com

Six Shooter Shot
Glasses

Our Six Shooter Shot Glass
draws its inspiration from
the classic Colt Revolver. Our
patented Six Shooter Shot
Glass replicates the cylinder
of the classic revolver -- however instead of loading bullets
you may load your favorite
bourbon, whiskey, tequila, or
shooter of choice.
TWO Six Shooter Shot Glasses with gift box
Gunmetal Grey Finish

Food-Grade Anodized Aluminum Coating

Each shot glass measures
at 1.75” in diameter, 2.5” in
height, weighs 4 oz, and holds
1.25 oz of liquid. Box measures
approximately 5” by 3.5” by 2”
deep.

$32.99
www.bullets2bandages.org

$79.95

thebisoncompany.com

Gear Keeper
Handcuff Key
Retractor

- Nylon Strap - Quick
Disconnect

Stainless Steel Cable w/
Nylon Coating
Stainless Steel Spring
and Hardware
60 lbs. Breaking Strength
12-oz. Retention Force
36 inch Extension

$27
www.amazon.com
Have a new product for this
section?
Get a hold of us at:
Publisher@Bird-Dog-News.com
Don’t Cost Nuthin!

ProX Sport Mount

Mount your action camera to guns, fishing rods
and bows. This versatile
mount is compatible with
most shotguns, paint-ball,
pellet, and air soft guns.
Will also work with a variety of bows and fishing
rods. You can mount one
or two cameras front-facing and/or rear-facing to
capture a variety of angles
and perspectives.
Compatible with all GoPro cameras and 1/4” 20
action cameras
Standard and Skeleton
backplates for GoPro cameras help stabilize the during recoil

Adjust to fit tubes 1545mm in diameter

$54.99
www.bracketron.com
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Training

reinforcement makes a more enthusiastic dog that responds better to training.

My benchmark for introducing a correction is when I am
certain a dog understands by
complying 80 percent of the
time, or eight of 10 times, to a
specific command in yard training. I mark the undesired behavior with a “No” correction.
By George Hickox
Once a dog catches on that comraining a young bird aline always runs sky high in pliance means getting a reward
dog to respond reli- the field, and there are numer- and that noncompliance leads to
ably to commands ous distractions that taunt even a correction, the dog chooses the
desired behavior. Remember, restarts in the backyard, where a well-trained dog.
a rambunctious, tail-wagging When I start teaching general- warding a dog for offering the
pup learns to sit and to come. ization to a young dog, I teach desired behavior and correcting
for noncompliance enforces reliIf all goes well, in a few a command using positive reability.
years this playful, attention- inforcement. I mark the desired
demanding pup will become behavior using clicker training
a stylish, high-performance and then recanine — in large part be- ward the dog
cause you practiced general- with food. It
ization.
isn’t long beGeneralization is the pro- fore the dog
cess of teaching a dog to re- eagerly comes
spond in a timely manner to to receive the
a learned command under all reward for the
circumstances and in all loca- a p p ro p r i a t e
tions. Consistent training will behavior.

Mastering Spot-On
Puppy Training

Glopup Lit Leash

Red LED leash. Adjustable length
5 - 6 feet. Visible up to 1,000 feet
away. 3 lighting modes: Quick
Browning® Disk
flash, Slow flash, Steady on. WeathThrower Fetch Toy
Bison Airlighter
er and water resistant. Highly durable, comfortable polyester web- Gives your dog a great workout
bing. Reflective stitching provides
Easily throws disks hunThe revolutionary Bison
added reflectivity. Neoprene handreds
of
feet
Airlighter
is a portable airdle. Stainless steel latch. Two 3V
Includes two hard plastic driven fire lighter. It jets a
lithium batteries included
4-inch flame that instantly
• Highly durable, comfortable disks
ignites charcoal and wood,
For training purposes or
polyester webbing
then delivers airflow to
• Reflective stitching pro- playing at the park, give your quickly spread the flames
dog a great workout with
vides added reflectivity
throughout the pile.
Browning’s Fetch Toy Disk
• Quick release buckle made of Thrower.
hardened plastic
Patent pending F3 techDisk Thrower – Thrower
• Efficient 100,000 hour LED inner arm lets you fling disks hun- nology ignites coal in 10
core
dreds of feet, giving your dog, seconds, accelerates your
• Powered by two replaceable 3V rather than your arm, the ex- fire to high heat in 1 minute
ercise. Thrower arm works for or less, and gets you ready
lithium batteries (included)
left- and right-handed users. to cook in only 5-6 minutes!
• 48 hours of life for blinking
Includes thrower arm and two
$29.99
hard-plastic disks.
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Rambler™ 10 oz.
Lowball

The Rambler™ 10 oz.
Lowball is the ideal drinking companion at the deer
lease or around the campfire. Whether it replaces
your morning coffee cup
or serves as your nightly
whiskey glass, the Lowball’s double-wall vacuum
insulation will keep your
hot drinks hot and your
cold drinks cold far longer
than standard drinkware.
And unlike your favorite
bourbon glass, this Lowball will never shatter or
leave a ring on your coffee
table, thanks to its 18/8
stainless steel construction
and No Sweat™ Design.

$19.99
www.yeti.com
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T

help you develop a dog that
responds with enthusiasm
and spot-on excellence the
first time he receives the command. Using a step-by-step
approach to training is far
more effective than a helterskelter method.

Dogs are extremely placeoriented, thus it is important
to train a dog to respond reliably to a command in a number of places. For example,
you cannot expect dogs to respond to commands such as
“Here” or “Come” in the field
if they have not mastered
them in the backyard. Adren-

Dogs learn
by association
and consistent
repetitions.
The idea is to
pair the command
with
the behavior.
I say, “Here,”
as the dog is
coming to me.
G r a d u a l l y,
dogs begin to understand the
meaning of the command and
associate the food reward with
the desired behavior. Dogs that
do not respond appropriately
do not receive rewards. Positive

When a dog responds reliably
to yard training without correction, I take the dog to different
locations. I initially use a check
cord, a 12- to 15-foot cord with
a snap on one end that connects

Stan Bentall
Master Sculptor Of The Hunting Dog

www.StanBentall.com 505-986-8623 Studio, 505-670-6796 Cell
I HAVE CLOSED OUR GALLERY IN SANTA FE RECENTLY AND AFTER 62
YEARS OF SCULPTING THE HUNTING DOG I AM RETIRING.

I AM OFFERING TO YOU MY ORIGINAL BROZE SCULPTURES THAT I HAVE
IN INVENTORY AT HALF
PRICE. CHECK MY WEB
SITE WWW .STANBENTALL.
COM AND YOU MAY HAVE
ANY SCULPTURE OF YOUR
C H O I C E AT H A L F T H E
PRICE LISTED. SCULPTURES
WILL BE SUBJECT TO
AVAILABILITY.

www.Bdarn.com

to the collar allowing you to
control the dog. I give the
recall command and reward
the dog if he responds appropriately. If the dog does not
respond correctly,
I say, “No,” to give a correction. Keep in mind that a correction should not be harsh.
If you achieve appropriate
benchmarks in yard training,
you shouldn’t need to use
harsh corrections.

Achieving benchmarks that
teach a dog to respond to a
command in a timely manner
in a number of locations removes the possibility that the
dog will make an unwanted
negative association in the
bird field or when questing

for game. Your goal is to develop a shining dog that competes with style. Following
benchmarks, not rushing and
ensuring your dog responds
enthusiastically and reliably
in the field helps to guarantee
the outcome. The only shortcut to A+ training is to get it
right in the first place.
A professional trainer and
handler of pointing and
flushing dogs, George Hickox
conducts training schools for
owners and their dogs as well
as private clinics for individuals and organizations. For information about the George
Hickox School of Dog Training or Hickox’s four training
DVDs, please visit georgehickox.com.

Advertise your
kennel or business
in PRINT AND
ONLINE for as little
as $10/Month. Go
to www.bdarn.com/
advrates for details!
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